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DEFINITION OF 
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

It is an educational process aimed at developing
understanding for cultural differences – from
subcultures within one’s own community to cultures of

spatially removed societies – and at preparing
groundwork for interactions involving dialogue with
representatives of other cultures.



Broadening knowledge about other cultures, learning their values and
symbols, instilling the willingness to meet that, which is different with
disregard for stereotypes and prejudice.

Creating conditions for peaceful and equal coexistence within a given
society.

Cultivating space where positive and creative relations among
representatives of various cultural groups can be build.

Counteracting and rejecting such social phenomena as racism,
prejudice, discrimination.

Upholding impartiality toward students from other countries, from
national minorities, or from refugees.

Focusing on the process of becoming the "citizen of the world”, in the
course of which one develops multicultural behavior, that can be
understood as: positive attitude toward social dialogue, individual
knowledge acquisition and its creative application, ability to perceive
one’s actions in a broader perspective.



SPECIAL SITUATION OF 
POLAND

Up until 1989 multicultural education was never
mentioned in Poland, which makes it a new
branch of learning.

Although more and more immigrants come to
Poland, culture wise it is still a fairly homogenous
country.

Majority of materials for multicultural teaching is
concerned with Polish national and ethnic
minorities.



AVALIABLE E-LEARNING
MATERIALS

E-learning is still marginally popular in Polish
schools, so available materials are scant.

If the materials exist, they are not multimedially
advanced (didactic materials for students – texts
and videos – published on the Internet and simple
achievement tests).

Materials for students are rare, but it is a standard
practice to publish materials for teachers.



SAMPLE TESTS –
TRUE OR FALSE TYPE 



SAMPLE TESTS –
DO YOU KNOW THIS GESTURE? 



AUTHORS OF MATERIALS

The materials are mainly created by NGOs and
Teacher Training Institutions.

The national institutions sometimes, although
rarely, also get involved in the process of
creating the materials (documents concerned
with Jews in Poland).



EXAMPLE –
JEWS IN POLAND



MULTICULTURAL 
EDUCATION SUBJECTS

The idea of "otherness” 

Religion

Common history (Germans, Jews) 

Presentation of other, exotic cultures (Asia, 
Africa)

Holidays in various cultures



EDUCATION PROGRAM AND 
MULTICULTURALISM

There is no single course dedicated to this subject.

The subject comes up usually during general
education classes, which causes it to be pushed aside
for later.

Multiculturalism very rarely comes up during
curricular classes – history, geography. There are no
materials, which would allow for conducting classes in
this way.



EXAMPLE:  POLISH-GERMAN HISTORY 
COURSE BOOK – GOVERNMENT 

INITIATIVE

From 2008 until 2010 30 Polish and German
historians and teachers negotiated a common way
of relating the history: not only the bilateral one –
concerned with relations between the two nations
– but also the general history.

The negotiations resulted in a history course book
for junior high schools.

The course book did not take shape yet, only its
subject matter has been agreed upon, and
recommendations for the authors have been
formulated.



EXAMPLE: POLISH – GERMAN 
HISTORY COURSE BOOK –

LOCAL INITIATIVE
The regions of Saxony and Lower Silesia have created a common
course book for teaching the subject of the newest history in middle
schools (high schools) "Geschichte verstehen – Zukunft gestalten” –
"Zrozumieć historię – kształtować przyszłość" (To Understand
History – To Shape the Future).
The course book is available in Polish and in German.
The course book authors are University of Wroclaw historians:
Malgorzata and Krzysztof Ruchniewicz, Tobias Weger of
Federal Institute for German Culture and History in Middle and
Eastern Europe from Oldenburg, and Kazimierz Wojcicki of the
Institute of National Remembrance.
The "To Understand History – To Shape the Future" course book is
concerned exclusively with the period from 1933 to 1949. It
illustrates the workings of the two totalitarian systems: Stalinist and
Nazi, and their destructive effects on both Germans and Poles, with
special consideration of the expulsions issue.
Unfortunately, the course book is only available as paper book.



THE UNIQUENESS OF THE 
MIH PROJECT IN POLAND

Project provides multicultural subjects for teaching
geography (nobody has done this before).

All materials are available on-line.

The use of published materials is supported
through training courses offered to teachers.

The MIH materials are jointly created by teachers
after completion of the project (it is possible to
include one’s own materials).



POLISH WEBSITES

http://www.ceo.org.pl/portal/b_slady_materialy
_edukacyjne_doc?docId=53118

http://www.zydziwpolsce.edu.pl/

http://www.ceo.org.pl/portal/b_slady_materialy_edukacyjne_doc?docId=53118
http://www.ceo.org.pl/portal/b_slady_materialy_edukacyjne_doc?docId=53118
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